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3 Real life case: Fluvius



The future of HR: 
Lessons from the Pathfinders

 How are some of the world’s foremost 
HR organizations driving value in the 
face of double disruption? 

 In-depth interviews with 18 HR 
leaders from across the globe
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Focusing on integrated and mutually reinforcing 
capabilities, such as: 
— employee experience
— data and analytics
— workforce shaping and 
— digital HR and learning.

Pathfinders tend to:
— be more positive about the future
— have higher levels of employee trust and morale
— are more likely to adopt new leading technologies
— were quicker to respond to the pandemic.

Pathfinders:
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KPMG would like to thank the following individuals for participating in our
2021 Future of HR research:

Linda Aiello
EVP, Employee Success Business Partner,
Salesforce (US)

Claire Ainscough
Chief People Officer, Ocado Group (UK)

Dena Almansoori
Group Chief Human Resources Officer,
Etisalat Group (UAE)

Alexandra Brandao
Global Head of Human Resources,
Santander (Spain)

Sharon Choe
Global Head of Workforce Planning, People 
Technology & Operations, Dropbox (US)

Amy Coleman
Corporate Vice President of Human Resources 
and Corporate Functions, Microsoft (US)

Lynne Graham 
Human Resources Director, Thames Water (UK)

Danny Harmer
Chief People Officer, Aviva (UK)

Tamara Hassan
Human Resources Director, Mars Wrigley Asia 
(Hong Kong (SAR), China)

Marta Machicot
Chief People Officer, Telefónica (Spain)

Isabelle Minneci
Global Vice President of HR (Luxe Division),
L´Oréal (France)

Pamela Ries
Chief Human Resources Officer, Spectrum
Health (US)

Laurie Ruettimann
HR Blogger and Author (US)

Lainie Tayler
General Manager — People, Carman’s Kitchen
(Australia)

Mike Theilmann
Chief Human Resources Officer, Albertsons
Companies (US)

Dean Tong
Head of Group Human Resources, United
Overseas Bank Limited (Singapore)

Vicky Wallis
Chief People Officer, Direct Line Group (UK)

Cristina Wilbur
Chief People Officer, Roche (Switzerland)
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6

5 HR Pillars as foundation for success

Establish the right culture across the enterprise.

Own the employee experience. 

Use data and analytics to target and recruit the future workforce. 

Shape the workforce, with new skills, functions, composition and processes

Invest in digital technology to deliver HR and learning services.

1
2

3

4
5
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The 2021 Future of HR pathfinder research core findings

1 32

The “S” in ESG
(Environmental, Social, Governance)

Reimagining HR for the
new world of work 

The “total
workforce” approach 
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Pandemic has caused shift of focus towards 
the social component of ESG with inclusion, 
diversity and equity (IDE) being among the 
top concerns to address. 

*2021 CEO Outlook, KPMG International

The ‘S’ in ESG

The success of a business depends on the success of 
diversity in all its forms: gender, race, age, physical 
abilities, sexual orientation and so on,” says L’Oréal 
Isabelle Minneci, Global Vice President of HR
(Luxe Division). 
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HR Pathfinders recognize IDE brings 
tremendous  value 

Using analytics to shape their IDE strategies

Taking on new ways to find talent

Changing hearts and minds

The ‘S’ in ESG 
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The ‘total workforce’ approach

10

Laurie Ruettimann, HR Blogger and Author

Pathfinder organizations look at employee 
experience from talent attraction through to exit and 
are rethinking every part of that lifecycle.

Challenging existing approaches to talent 
management and embracing a new ’total 
workforce’ philosophy 
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Embracing a new “total workforce” approach to talent

The employee-centric model

Leading-edge technology as backbone of employee centricity

Reskilling the workforce

The new currency: Skills and capabilities

The talent of “many” versus the talent of “one”

The ‘total workforce’ approach
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Reimagining HR
for the new world of work

Michelle Coleman, 
Vice President of HR and Corporate Functions at Microsoft.

The pandemic pulled personal life back into work 
and made the edges blurry.

Pathfinders experiment with new ways of 
working and emerging technologies to help 
employees adapt to disruption.
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The reinvention of HR
COVID-19 forced companies to abandon their notions about where and how work gets done. 

The data-driven outlook
— Organizations have a goldmine of data 
— A marketing-like approach to understand 

employees as consumers

There’s no playbook
— Embracing a more agile mindset 

— More freedom to take risks and test ideas

— 80% of CEO’s are supportive of experimentation 

New skills for a new world
— Future workforce planning 
— Make informed decisions about the workforce 

size, makeup, and capabilities they need for the 
future.

The art and science of listening
— Using continuous feedback to inform decisions and 

create stronger communication between leaders and the 
workforce.

— Whole workforce approach 

— Real-time pulses

Reimagining HR for the new world of work
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It’s time for HR leaders to chart the new way 
forward 

reinventing the world of work 

building the capability to survive and thrive 
into the future. 

More waves ahead



2. The New Way of 
Working
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Double disruption

16

Digital transformation and the impact of COVID-19 
have changed how work gets done. 
Many organizations struggled in this transition, but 
others used it as a catalyst for reimagining the workforce. 
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Covid-19 changed the way we work and think about work

Telenet can close big 
office thanks to telework

Source De Tijd May 2021

Majority would like to work 
remote 2 to 3 days a week

Source: VRT.com

The pandemic has increased awareness of 
sustainability challenges and practices

Source: IFMA, the experts’ assessment 09 2020

Spotify will allow its staff to work from 
anywhere permanently

Source: Forbes February 2021

Closing
office

Working
anywhere

2 to 3 days
remote

65% expect
sustainability
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Pros and cons about working remote/office work
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Pros and cons about working remote/office work

Influenced by:
Travel to work

D&I
Recover Time

Mainly working remote:
Highly individual roles
Lower activity complexity
Those with good work setting at home

Mainly back in the office: Highly collaborative roles
Higher activity complexity
Specialist roles that require specialist equipment
Those without a good work setting at home

Remote leaning Office leaning

Office First
18%

Remote First
24%

Hybrid with 3rd space
31%

Hybrid home + office
28%

Info Leesman study with 80.634 home working respondents (Q2 2021)
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The building blocks of a hybrid workforce: Tailored to an organizational vision.

Hybrid working Playbook

01 02 03 04 05
Human Organizational Regulatory Digital Physical

— Talent retention, development

— Teaming, ways of working

— Culture

— Inclusion & Diversity

— Entity structure (including 
Global Workforce Companies)

— Policy development and 
alignment

— Process design

— Governance & decision 
making

— Personal tax, payroll & Social 
security

— Corporate tax, indirect tax, 
transfer pricing

— Employment and Labor law

— Immigration

— Regulatory and licensing

— Occupational health & safety

— Productivity and collaboration 
tools

— Workflow, approval, and 
tracking capabilities

— Employee service platforms

— Performance and career 
management tools

— Digital learning tools

— Workplace/workspace (office, 
home, coworking,…)

— Location(s)

— Equipment & tools

— Customer & Employee 
Experience
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The Hybrid way of work insights

27%

31%

37%

44%
47%

52%
50%

47%
44%

41%

21%
19%

16%
13% 13%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Office leaning Office-leaning hybrid Hybrid Remote-leaning hybrid Remote-leaning

0-1 days 2-3 days 4-5 days

Info Leesman study with 80.634 home working respondents (Q2 2021)
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71%

34%

29%

27%

25%

22%

18%

17%

13%

11%

9%

Blurry boundaries between private and work

None existing policies abour working from home

Less efficiënt and productive work(ing together)

Resistance on working from home by corporate culture (focused on
controle)

Lack of agreements to make working from home feasable (frequency, 
availability, goalsetting,…)

Expectations about working from home are not well framed

Poor IT support

Lack of support and coaching for necessary soft skills

Lack of enough general information about working from home

Lak of support and coaching for necessary hard skills

Fear for negative consequences on carreer and training opportunities

Info survey SDWorx
Numbers and data exclusing independant entrepreneurs
Data gathered between June and July 2020 from 510 Belgian employers

When hybrid becomes structural…
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It’s not about place or space, it’s about us
To create a safe and sustainable post Covid19 
- Remote / Hybrid
- Physical / Psychological 
work environment supporting staff in their activities… connection will be key

Environment
stimulating 
connection

Digital tools /
Platforms that
connect

Culture /
Leadership 
enabling
connection
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Hybrid work: 6 actions where HR can make the difference
1. Create a workplace value proposition: WHY should staff come 

to the office
2. Step back before going forward
3. Make it personal
4. Offer timely training and development
5. Invest in Wellbeing
6. Review policies/packages



3. Real life case: 
Fluvius



New Way of Working @ Fluvius



We are Fluvius, pleased to meet you! 2021



Why do we embrace the New 
Way of Working at Fluvius?



Employee centricity
in a Great Place To Work

29



What is the New Way of 
Working at Fluvius?



The New Way of Working: levers 
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BEHAVIOUR

BRICKS

View on “the office” pre-Corona
• No more fixed workplaces in 

the 4 campuses
• Sharing ratio of 100 % in the 

regional offices, 85% in the 
campuses

REMOTE

BYTES

View on “the office” post-
Corona:
• No more fixed workplaces in 

the 4 campuses and in the 
regional offices

• Sharing ratio of 70% in the 
regional offices, 60% in the 
campuses

• Office as a meeting place with 
more collaboration and 
meeting rooms instead of 
individual workplaces
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Make a conscious choice
for the workplace

that is best suited to 
your activity

at that moment 

BRICKS: office as a 
social hub



The New Way of Working: levers
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BEHAVIOUR

BRICKS

Digital work pre-Corona:
• Laptop, smartphone, headset, 

keyboard and mouse available
• Training on O365 tools 

(Sharepoint, Teams…)

REMOTE

BYTES

Digital work post-Corona:
• Additional: screen and docking 

station provided at the remote 
workplace

• Further focus on developing 
digital skills (“digital weeks”)

• Equipping conference rooms 
for hybrid meetings

• Hybrid classrooms
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HNW =
met moderne 

digitale middelen je 
werk organiseren 

(Sharepoint, Teams, 
…) waar en wanneer 

je wil

BYTES: digital 
working

Working with modern 
digital tools and

resources from any
location



The New Way of Working: levers
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BEHAVIOUR

BRICKS

Way of working pre-Corona
• Focus on working from trust 

and autonomy
• In line with shared leadership

culture

REMOTE

BYTES

Way of working post-Corona:
• Still based on trust and 

autonomy
• Still in line with shared 

leadership culture
• With extra attention to 

wellbeing in hybrid working 
through workshops and 
coaching



• Work together in a varied way

• Better organize your work-life balance

• Work on the basis of trust and autonomy
(shared leadership)

36

BEHAVIOUR: 
cultural change

NWOW will help you
to…



The New Way of Working: levers
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BEHAVIOUR

BRICKS

Remote work pre-Corona:
- Only for non-ambulatory staff:

• Up to one day a week

REMOTE

BYTES

Telewerk post Corona:
- Structural telework for non-

ambulatory staff:
• Up to four days a week, 

arranged through team 
charter 

₋ Occasional telework for 
ambulants

₋ Learning by experimentation
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REMOTE: remote 
working policy

Establish agreements in a 
team charter,

regularly evaluate and 
adjust



Lessons learned
 Offer sufficient flexibility to the teams within a clear framework 
 No one-size-fits-all approach: according to personal preferences and depending on job activities

 Team importance takes priority over individual wishes

 Engage in dialogues about the future way of working within the team and beyond

 Experiment, evaluate and adjust where necessary

Challenges
 Informal knowledge sharing is partly lost

 Staying connected to the company and colleagues requires extra attention
(collaboration days, coffee breaks…)

 Keeping hybrid meetings efficient is a learning process



Thank you



Contact: Tania Pittoors
Director, KPMG
E: tpittoors@kpmg.com

Jan-Maarten Van Damme
Senior Manager, KPMG
E: jan-maartenvandamme@kpmg.com

For HR insights & updates:
https://home.kpmg/be/en/home/services/hr-services.html

https://home.kpmg/be/en/home/services/hr-services.html
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